PiGNX®
Application Instructions

PiGNX® is a pigeon/bird repellent – Not Avian Toxicant
EPA Registration # 84418 EST# 085002-CA-001

Nixalite® of America Inc.
1025 16th Avenue    East Moline, IL 61244
Experts In Architectural Bird Control Since 1950

Bird Populations – Pigeons/bird populations can be characterized by three (3) levels of roosting & congregating activity or pressure. Determine the level of bird pressure before application:
1) Heavy – Constant (24 hour)Nesting/Feeding/Congregating/Severe fecal build-up & heavy odor.
2) Moderate – Intermittent Feeding/Visiting/Roosting/medium fecal build up & odor.
3) Light – Infrequent Feeding/Visiting/no Roosting/ limited amounts of fecal build-up & odor.

Install PiGNX® to the following levels of pigeon/bird pressure:
- Heavy – use 5/8 inch bead tight and narrow : 3-4 inch gap between zigzag lines
- Moderate – use a ½ bead semi-wide: 3-5 inch gap between zigzag lines
- Light – use 3/8 inch bead 5-8 inch gap between zigzag lines.
- In heavy applications the birds will lift gel from surface; residue can drop on ground – simply wipe up with dry cloth. Clean with detergent & water or use alcohol on a rag.

Application Pattern

4 inches wide top to bottom – (2,3,4 inch distance between waves)

Getting Started with PiGNX®

Note: It is preferable to clean site surface but it is not mandatory. Remove debris & dirt when possible.
- a) Cut tube nozzle just above first screw thread with cutters;
- b) Screw on applicator nose and cut nozzle at 3 inch mark.
- c) Place tube in manual or electric caulking gun chamber and lock tube in place.
- d) Place nozzle in position and squeeze trigger slowly lifting the nozzle just above application surface.
- e) Move gun in zigzag motion slowly and just above site surface.

Use on parapets, ledges, windows, beams, patio covers, conduit, walls, barns, pipes, under tiles, roofs, under HVAC units, holes, under roof line, lights.
Note: In extreme cases, certain materials will require the use of absorption barriers when applying PiGNX.

Applying to smooth clay tile:

1. Clean and dry tile
2. Apply Mylar tape
3. Apply PiGNX in zig zag pattern

Applying to smooth concrete tile:

1. Clean and dry tile
2. Apply Mylar tape
3. Apply PiGNX in zig zag pattern

Applying to rough clay tile:

1. Clean and dry tile
2. Apply Mylar tape
3. Apply PiGNX in zig zag pattern

ALWAYS READ THE PRODUCT LABEL BEFORE APPLICATION!!

For current prices and availability, visit our website at www.nixalite.com or contact Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or fax 800.624.1196
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Where the World Shops for Humane Bird and Animal Control.